COURSE TITLE: BUS4300: Systems Management

DESCRIPTION: Focuses on how to identify important system elements of a project, including how to clarify boundaries, relations, and dynamics of organization systems. Operations dynamics, systems thinking, and effects from organizational changes are considered.

PREREQUISITES: BUS4000

SEMESTER: Spring 2014 – term 1

COURSE DATES: The course will officially begin Monday, January 13 2014 and run through Sunday, March 2nd.

CLASS HOURS: This course will be taught 100% online - i.e., there will be no scheduled face-to-face class meetings.


INSTRUCTOR: James Fogal E MAIL: jfogal@ndnu.edu SKYPE: jfogal

OFFICE HOURS: All communications will be conducted within our online classroom or via Skype.

COURSE DELIVERY AND MEETINGS:

- This course will be conducted entirely online and will require regular use of a computer with Internet access. There will be no on-campus meetings. Active participation in the online activities and completion of all assignments is required in order to pass this course.

- Each week of the term will run Monday through Sunday – with assignments and active participation required throughout each of the weeks for the duration of the term.

SYLLABUS and SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES:

- The complete syllabus, including academic policies and resources, the course schedule of assignments and their descriptions, and grading rubrics for assignments as well learning outcomes are all located in our ONLINE classroom. You are responsible for reviewing this prior to the start of class (the classroom will be opened/available by 01/11/2014).

ONLINE CLASSROOM:

- Please note, while many are used to Moodle, this class will instead be conducted on a different site/platform called Engage. To access the classroom, login in at:

  https://engage.ndnu.edu/learn/

Note: prior to the start of class, contact your advisor for your login id and password (do not wait till class starts to do this… otherwise you will most likely get behind!).